Alliance International Hockey Club
Newsletter 2017-2
Dear Friends,
This is the amended second newsletter in 2017 with the minutes of the Alliance General Assembly
held on 24th of August in the Lorne Hotel in Glasgow, with some reports of the WGMA European
Hockey Championships held in Glasgow and the latest Tournament Calendar.
We are proud to report that near to 100 members have attended the General Assembly and
including partners and relatives over 100 persons the dinner, both held in in the Bukharah
Restaurant, part of Lorne Hotel Glasgow. This number included not only umpires and players of the
in Glasgow participating Alliance teams, but also several members (and their partners) playing in
one of the national teams participating in the Grand Masters Hockey World Cup in Glasgow.
The minutes of the General Assembly can be found below.
As always we have enjoyed the Alliance Dinner and the precious athmosphere of our Alliance
hockey community and want to thank Ishbel Dickens for the tremendous effort organising this.
We are further very happy to report that we will participate with an O65+ men’s team of 15 players
from 7 countries in the 4th Asian Cup held in October in Hiroshima. The team composition can be
found on our website.
Contrary to last year, we note that this year there is up to now only hardly any interest from our
members for The Second American Championship in Buenos Aires, Argentina for both men
and women. This tournament is held from 7th until and including 10th of December 2017.
The cut-off date is quite near on 25th of October already. If you want to participate, please nominate
yourself shortly. From the first newsletter regarding this tournament we note that you can also be
registered individually, whereby you will be incorporated in a team with some missing players.
In the mean time we have received invitations for several tournaments to be held in 2018, i.e.
- the Super-Veterans tournament Jacques Lévy, LUC Ronchin, Lille, France, 16-18 March 2018.
- the Seven-a-Side tournament in Wellingborough in the UK for men and women, 6-8 April 2018.
- the 3rd Super-Veterans Tournament in Tilburg, The Netherlands, for men and women, 4-5-6 May
2018 (note: the date has been changed from originally in June to May!!!).
- The WGMA World Hockey Championships 2018 in Barcelona for men and women, 20-30 June.
You can find information regarding these tournaments below and on our website
http://alliancehockey.net/home.htm
You can nominate yourself for this tournament by sending an email to
secretary@alliancehockey.net.

Minutes of the General Assembly held on the 24th of August 2017
The meeting was held during the Grand Masters Hockey European Cup in Glasgow at the Lorne
Hotel, Glasgow, United Kingdom
Members whose names have been entered on the Meeting’s presence list:
Pamela Abdulla
Jahanger Ahmed
Saburou Amemiya
Janamjit Babbra
Heather Banham
John Barham
Maureen Bathgate
Jerry Bayley
Colin Benporath
Judy Board
Francine de Booy
Els de Bruijn
Mike Button
Peter Child
Ishbel Dickens
Barbara Doran
Brian Down
Jorgos Dramitinos
Noelle Duncan
Egbert Egberts
David Fargus
Enza Ferrero
Terry Gaston
Arthur Godbeer
Pauline Goll
Bridget LeGood
Bill Greenwood
Philip Vander Gucht
Andrew Haigh
Christopher Haley
Paul Hartman
Paramjit Singh Hayre
Daan Holsboer
Shuji Imose
John Ingram-Marriott
Carol-Ann James
Naomi Kato
Anne Keating
Eric Kjekstad
Els Kruithof-Papier
Tom Lawless
Richard Macklin
Norman Mannheimer
Samuel Mante-Akrofi
Sophocles Markides
Frank Marlatt
Andrew Matthews
Anthony Mavridis
Derek McAslan
Mike McInally
Yvonne Menthe
Gerald Mills
Ryuso Miyamoto
Peter Moldenhauer
Julie Neville
Nicole Nieuwenhuijs
Alan Nieuwenhuyzen
Wim van Noortwijk
Satvarg Singh Nijjar
Bas van Nooten
Sue Norman
Maarten van Oosterzee
Herbert Ostermann
Hester van Rees
Rod Robb
Nigel Sanchez
Brigitta Schuering
Simon Shepherdson
Nanda Siebers
Pritpal Singh
Josine Sips
Bernard Smoor
Balbir Singh Sohal
Mary Spierenburg
Masanori Suga
Tosaku Susuki
Peter Terleski
Rod Tresise
Kees Tresling
Margriet Tromp
Masaaki Tsutsumi
Martin Vellinga
Piet Voermans
Josien Vonck
Sally Walsh
Hans Wersin
Hajé Wessels
Margareth White
Shane Wiggill
Roy Wilson
Stephen Winnall
Jaap Zandbergen
Apologies for not not being able to attend the meeting were received from:
Maureen Bathgate
Jerry Bailey
Tom Carney
René Coucke,
Sukdev Singh Dhesi
Rob van Elk
Stefan Frenkel Frank
Claude Gilleman
Terry Häckler
Joan Hart
Irash Kaghaztchi
Clive Kendall
Jean Claude Le Clef
Marc Loonsteen
Walter Marthaler
Allison McGillivray
Anne McGregor
Frank Meaker
Yvonne Menthe
Neil Miller
Marc Wilson

1. Opening.
The meeting was opened at 19.00 hrs by the chairman Daan Holsboer.
A moment of silence was observed to remember Ted Jones and John Scott, who both passed away since the
previous meeting in August 2015.
Ted Jones was Member of Honour and one of the founding members of Alliance and as such a long standing
and respected member from the early years.
John Scott played with Alliance in the World Cup in Newcastle in 2016.

Subsequently the Chairman continued with a warm welcome to all members that are attending the General
Assembly and memorised that the last General Assembly was held two years ago on the 27th of August 2015
during the previous Grand Masters European Cup in Southgate. The reason that there was no General
Assembly held in 2016 was that the Grand Masters World Cup for men and women was held separately in
time and place in Newcastle and Canberra in 2016 and consequently no joint meeting could be held.
Before turning to item 2 of the agenda the Chairman announced a change in the order of the items by
interchanging 7. Election of new officers of the club with 8. FIH/WGMA/IMHA matters. This because
reporting of the latter, having occurred in the past, is considered being a task and duty of the current board
which was involved in that.

2. The minutes of the previous General Assembly meeting of the 12th of June 2015.
The minutes were discussed and approved with the following changes:
- Egbert Egberts was present in the General Assembly and is to be added to the members present.
- Ishbel Dickens was in the General Assembly of 2015 appointed and not elected as member of the EXCO
for overseeing the Women’s Section, as there was no formal candidacy.

3. The report of the activities of the past year 2014/2015
The report was approved without changes.

4. Finances: report of the auditor, Richard Macklin, and discussion of the club's finances.
The Treasurer, Peter Terleski, handed out the account statements and explained them to the members present.
The account statements are merely a statement of opening balances, income, cost and closing balances over
the past two years. Peter Terleski explains upon a question in this regard of Egbert Egberts, that the income
includes sales of kit to members and tournament fees received and payment for dinners/meals. Although
there is a relatively small stock of kit and pins, these are not reported in the statements, as these are valued at
zero, because external value is commercially seen as zero worth. The figures given reflect the situation per
15th of August 2015, so the income received and costs incurred thereafter, especially those regarding the
European Cup in Glasgow, are not incorporated in the figures circulated. It is remarked that before the 15th of
August substantial prepayments for tournament fees, dinners and kit have been done for the European Cup in
Glasgow and that during the past days substantial amounts for member and tournament fees, dinners and kit
have been collected from the players, which are however not accounted for in these financial statements.
The amounts in the various bank accounts (Rabobank in The Netherlands in Euro and HSBC in England in
Sterling) are needed for and considered sufficient to fund the significant payment to tournament organisers in
advance of collecting those fees from members.
The auditor, Richard Macklin, stated that the books are in order and correctly show the current situation.
The finances are approved and Treasurer Peter Terleski is thanked for his efforts.

5. Approval of the running of the club in the past year
In accordance with Dutch law for associations, the meeting approved the management by the executive
committee for the past year.

6. Appointment of Auditor(s)
Richard Macklin agrees to being auditor for another year and the Assembly approves his appointment.

7. FIH/WGMA/IMHA matters
Merger of Masters and Grandmasters
The most important issue discussed in the latest WGMA Assemblance was the merger of Masters and
Grandmasters as aimed at by FIH, as it wants to deal with one body in stead of the present two bodies,
WGMA and IMHA.
WGMA entered the discussion on the basis that the good things of the present situation have to last and
potential bad things avoided.
A framework has been set-up in order to achieve this which involves a lot of technicalities which are on the
background needed for successfully merging into one efficient organisation. This framework has
subsequently cut in manageable pieces that are being discussed in subgroups.
More important is that on the foreground the proposal of WGMA is to keep the tournaments “as it is” with

separate tournaments for below 60-year age groups and over 60-year age groups, what has been accepted.
This has to be further worked-out and presented in November 2017.
Grand Masters World Cup in Barcelona
This tournament will be much more strictly organised. Timelines are very strict with teams to be entered
before Sept 30th 2017 and payment before 30th of December 2017 and no reimbursement if teams are
withdrawn.
Further, every nation will be only allowed to participate with one team in the TT-section, where the core
hockey countries up to now participated with two or more teams in the TT-section. This will result in a lot of
the present international TT-players not being selected for the World Cup in Barcelona. Alliance, being the
only non-nation based member, has proposed to be allowed to have a second team participating in a
competition where the number is uneven. This proposal has been positively received.
Colin Benporath remarks that a lot of Southern Cross hockey players are looking to play with Alliance as
well and that this will cause a flood of member applications.
On the question of Bridget LeGood, whether there will be a women’s GGM competition, the Chairman
answered that he expects that the WGMA might be more lenient in an experimental situation applicable to
women’s GGM.
On the question of Bernard Smoor how we will and can do the selection of the teams before 30th of
September, the Chairman answered that at that date only the number of participating teams have to be
entered and not yet the players in these teams.
Heather Banham stated that it has to be clear what the benefits are in order to make a merger effective and
not loosing support and that this is not clear. The chairman answered that things on the background, as
sponsoring and secretarial/administrative will improve, but that the Tournaments should remain to be held in
the same philosophy. Restriction in number of teams in Barcelona is also caused by restricted number of
hockey fields available.
Wim van Noortwijk, President of WGMA, but attending this meeting being an Alliance member, states that
the overview given by Chairman Daan Holsboer has been in general correct, however that he wants to make
clear that it will not be a merger of two organisations, but that there will be a complete new organisation,
wherein it however is very important to have incorporated Alliance as well as LX and Southern Cross.
Nothing has been decided yet, but this will be in September 2017. However, if this plan is accepted, this is in
the interest of all players of our age.
Els Kruithof-Papier asks when a women’s 70+ competition will be started. The chairman Daan Holsboer
answers that this will have to start spontaneously from the members of WGMA which include Alliance
which started with women’s GM and GGM.
In answer of a question of Andrew Matthews regarding restricted number of member-players being able to
participate in Barcelona, the Chairman remarks that at the same time the International Super-Veterans
Tournament will be held in Tilburg, a three day tournament for 60+ and 68+ age, wherein Alliance aims to
participate with both a women’s and men’s team.

8. Election of new officers of the club
- Election of the President of Alliance International Hockey Club
David Fargus was elected by acclamation.
- Election of Board Member of Alliance International Hockey Club overseeing the
women’s section.
Ishbel Dickens was elected by acclamation.

8. Any Other Matter
- As just elected President David Fargus started with memorising all the efforts done for the Alliance teams
by their respective captains and managers, both before and during the tournaments, and expresses his
appreciation for this, which is followed by a great applause from the members present.
- Peter Terleski agrees and asks the managers to return the Alliance pins which are not handed out to
competing teams, considering the costs of these.
- Colin Benporath expects a potential influx of players of LX and Southern Cross due to the restriction in
Touring Teams in Barcelona and therefore asked what the Board’s ideas are regarding that are and how that
will be dealt with in the selection procedure. Daan Holsboer answered that Alliance is in the first place a
platform for players from countries which can not set-up a full team of hockey players in an over-60
competition. Next to that Alliance treasures our true and always present members, but these nevertheless do

not have the automatic right to participate. The selection procedure has to make sure that the Alliance teams
are strong enough to reasonably compete the national teams. Chairman David Fargus added that Alliance
cannot be a club with and for people coming in and going out. We certainly need body in our club, but also
need to bring strength in our club.
- Wim van Noortwijk expressed the idea of making it worthwhile to be a member for life in order to prevent
coming in and going out, but this should not mean this being cheap.
- Regarding the question by Anne Keating when there will be an equivalent number of women in the board,
the answer is that we should not force a 50-50 share, but this something that we should progressively look
and work to. The basic principle is that we are looking for people, men or women, who are willing and able
to work for Alliance.
After the questions came to an end Daan Holsboer took the opportunity to express that during the past 8
years, of which 5 ½ as secretary and 2 ½ as president, he has felt it being a privilege but also rewarding to
serve the club. In this period the club has grown tremendously, and he noted that the original spirit,
friendship and fair play, has remained the same as at the time that Johan Herbert started the club as sole
board member with a small number of players.
David Fargus, on behalf of Alliance, thanked Daan Holsboer under great applause, remarking that it can not
be overstated how much work has been done in these years.
Subsequently Wim van Noortwijk as President of WGMA thanked Daan Holsboer, stating that it is difficult
to come with a short story of all things Daan has done, but that he has been one of the corner stones, always
available when needed or when there were conflicts to be solved within WGMA. Wim van Noortwijk ended
with the words that he trust that Daan Holsboer will remain available for advising and umpiring.

9. Closing of the Meeting.
Slightly after 20.00 hrs Chairman David Fargus closed the meeting.

Reports of the Tournaments
European Grand Masters Hockey Championships in Glasgow
Alliance Women’s Section
Congratulations to the 28 women who did such a great job of representing Alliance at the
WGMA European Championships, held in Glasgow, Scotland in August.
Alliance was able to field two women’s teams – an O60 (GM team) and an O65 (GGM
team).
I believe this is the first time that a GGM women’s team has been entered in any of the
WGMA tournaments and I am hopeful that this opens the door for future O65 level
tournaments.
Indeed, the WGMA World Cup, being held in Barcelona, in late June of 2018 will have an
O65 women’s section for the first time – perhaps our Alliance O65 team had something to
do with that decision!
Alliance GGM team consisted mostly of players from the Netherlands who were ably
supported by other from Canada, England, and South Africa. Special thanks to Bridge Le
Good for captaining the O65 team and to Carol Anne James (CJ) from South Africa for
being willing to switch to the GGM team to help balance things out after three players were
selected for the Dutch national team.
The O60 (GM) Alliance team are to be congratulated on winning the silver medal in the
Tournament Trophy section. Indeed, only the English national team beat GM Alliance who
tied with LX, and won games against GGM, Scotland and the Netherlands. Alliance GM
players came from eight different countries and despite not knowing each other before the
start of the tournament, really jelled as a team and all very much appreciated that our

goalie, choose to stay with us, even after she had been asked to play on her national
team’s squad – way to go, Mary!
Alliance women’s section continues to grow in strength and numbers. I am excited that
there will be several opportunities for us to play in 2018, including the Super Veterans’
tournament (O55) in Tilburg, June 22-24, and the WGMA World Cup in Barcelona, June 20
– 30.
I had previously mentioned to Alliance women the opportunity to play in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 7-10 December 2017, but so far only two players have expressed interest in
that.
I had also mentioned that I plan to take a team to Christchurch, NZ for the Golden Oldies
Tournament, 15-22 April 2018. I have eight players who have signed up for that – not all
from Alliance – but there is room for more if any women are interested in joining us.
As always, it gives me great pleasure to play with each and every one of you. In the past
12 months I have played with some of you at the First American Masters Tournament in
Vancouver BC, the Super Veterans’ Tournament in Tilburg, and the European Cup in
Glasgow. I look forward to playing with some of you in 2018. Please let me know if you
are interested in playing in any of the tournaments mentioned in this article, or go ahead
and nominate yourself by email to: secretary@alliancehockey.net
Remember, nomination does not guarantee a space on the team – we may need to use
our selection process if teams are oversubscribed. But what a great testament to GM
hockey that would be if we have more players than we have spaces!!
Cheers to you and hockey
Ishbel Dickens
Executive Committee Member.

Alliance Women GM O-60+

Alliance Women GGM O-65+

Alliance Men teams Glasgow
Alliance VGM 75 +

Our squad only consisted of 13 players and were in a pool wherein all the other sides had
full squads of 17+.
We only played one trophy side against Southern Cross to whom we lost 4-2 after scoring
first .
The remaining matches were against the national sides of Australia, England, Germany
and the Netherlands .
The team spirit was tremendous and the team gave their all but it was very much a David
versus Goliath situation as at times we only had 12 fit players available.

Alliance SGM 70+

Congratulations
on the result. Thank you for
making this tournament very enjoyable and working so well as a team. It was good to see
all members arrive early for the matches and always in correct uniform. 70TT were also
very well represented at both the opening and closing ceremonies.
The games were very close each time and the end result of a bronze medal was fitting.
The first game against the Netherlands resulted in one goal to the Netherlands in the last
30 seconds of the match. (0-1). The team took a little time to form but once running on the
field began to pass it to each other well.
The second game against LX Red was a tougher game as they were very physical
however the team played their game and a goal was scored in the first half. The end result
was 2-1 win to LX but generally it was a very evenly played match and still no rain.
Unfortunately one of our Japanese players got a green card for being with in the 5 meters
of a player after a free hit was awarded.
The third game in a row was against Australia’s Southern Cross Blue. This match was hard
as players were starting to feel the stress of 3 days in a row but all turned out to play and
play they did. It was again a tight match and all teams members contributed but we lost
again 0-1.

The results sent us into the semi final match to play Southern Cross again as they finished
on top of the ladder and us 4th. This match was video taped and put out on Youtube. The
first ¾ of the game was very closely contested and our goalie saved many shots on goal.
However the end result of 2-0 to Southern Cross Blue meant we were to play off against
the Netherlands for the Bronze medal match.
This match was early in the morning again and this time played in the rain. The match was
physical and hard as it went up and back the pitch with both teams having green cards
awarded. Alliance 70TT had Tom from the team list coaching from the sidelines and this
kept the team moving. The Netherlands were very frustrated by the game and at full time
the score was 1-1. This resulted in penalty shoot outs. Again Alliance 70TT goalie did a
marvellous job and so did our shooters and the result this time was positive 3-2 Alliance
70TT way. A very well deserved result as they had played well all tournament and each of
the other games were close results.
The team also had several social times and enjoyed each other’s company on many
occasions. Before closing I must make mention of the team Captain David Fargus who did
an admiral job and before getting to Glasgow kept the team informed and updated with
information and he lead by example in the games, Thank you David.
Bev Benporath
Manager Alliance 70TT
Alliance GGM 65+

Due to last minute
changes our team was
unfortunately reduced to 14 players only.
Inspiringly led by our captain Mike Button we nevertheless kept Southern Cross at a draw
in the first match. Thereafter injuries unfortunately minimised the team further to by times
11-12 players only against full, more than 16 player country teams. Nevertheless our team
spirit kept us up during the first 3 quarters of each match, but tiredness necked us in the
end. The scores however remained very tolerable, whereby especially the 1-0 loss agains
the Dutch Blue team was a close call. Only in the last match against LX White, with 10 ½
remaining players, the force was too big. Although exhausted, we however kept fighting for
what we were worth.
I have to mark the inspiring captaincy of Mike, the dedicated Managership of Bas van
Nooten during the tournament, and the mood, spirit and sportmanship of the team.
Enjoyed being there, playing with and against old and new hockey friends. Enjoyed our
cosy team dinner in the Italian restaurant, the huge and well-organised Gala-dinner in the
Hilton and off course the ambiance of the Annual Club Dinner among our Alliance
community in the Bukharah Restaurant after the General Assembly.
Looking forward to meet you all again in a next tournament with Alliance.

Alliance GM 60+

The Tournament Calendar 2017
2nd American Championships Buenos Aires, Argentina, 7 th - 10th of Dec. 2017
Nominations list (men and women) is open.
Registration: Before 31st of October 2017
Cutt-off date: 25th of October 2017
This is both a Masters and Grandmasters tournament. Grandmaster age competition is
60+ whereby up to 3 players are allowed to be max. 3 years below 60 years old
Tournament fee is EUR 40 per player. We note that the tournament committee allows
individual registration at a cost of USD 50. These individual players will be incorporated in
teams which are missing players.
A dinner will be organised on Saturday 9th of December (no cost indication yet)
More information: https://www.facebook.com/ARhockeymasters

4th Asian Cup, Hiroshima Japan, 23rd-29th of Oct. 2017
Nomination list is closed

The Tournament Calendar 2018
21st Tournoi Super-Vétérans Jacques Lévy, LUC Ronchin. Lille
16-18 March 2018
Nomination list is open
Cut-off date 20th of November 2017

Tournament fee is EUR 25. The matches are starting on Friday
afternoon. No further information received yet for 2018, but Alliance
has participated in 2016 and several earlier years with a men’s team.
Wellingborough 7-a-side, Wrenn’s School / Kettering Hockey
Club
6-8 april 2018
Men O-70 and Women O-60
Nomination list is open
Cut-off date 15th of January 2018
The tournament will be held over 3 days at Wrenn School, Wellingborough. Matches are
2 x 20 minute halves. The Over 75 Regional fixtures will be confined to the first 2 days.
Refreshments will be available in the pavilion as in previous years and it is the intention to
have physios in attendance.
Players and companions are invited to a buffet at Kettering HC Clubhouse on Saturday
evening.
The tournament fee is £30 per player and includes a buffet meal on the Saturday.
Additional meals will be charged at £12.
Tournament fees are payable on confirming entry, for which the deadline is January 31st.
Buffet numbers need to be confirmed, and extras paid, by March 24th.

3rd INTERNATIONAL SUPER VETERANS TOURNAMENT
HC TILBURG 2018
4-5-6 May 2018
Men O-60+ and O-68+ and Women O-55+
Nomination list is open
No further information yet, however Alliance participated with great enjoy in both 2016 and
2017 with a men’s and a women’s team. At Friday there was an Oriental Buffet and at
Saturday a dinner dance. We assume that this will be again in 2018.

WGMA Grand Masters Hockey World Cup Barcelona
20th-30th of June 2018
Men and Women
Nomination list is open
No further information available yet.
Alliance has taken an option until 05-03-2018 for 30 double bedrooms, of which 10 Twins,
in NH Hotel Sant Juste in Barcelona from 18th until 30th of June 2018.
Tariff for a double room is EUR 125 per day excl.10% VAT and EUR 0.99 City Tax per day.
Tariff for a single room is EUR 114 per day excl.10% VAT and EUR 0.99 City Tax per day.

Tariff for a triple room is EUR 147 per day excl.10% VAT and EUR 0.99 City Tax per day.
For booking of the rooms, Alliance members have to contact directly to the following email
adress:
reservas@hesperia-santjust.com
Hereby you have to specify that you are a member of Alliance International HC and the
dates you want to book. A credit card will be needed as a guarantee of the booking.
A booking can be cancelled in writing only, free from charge upto 15 days prior to arrival
and 100% guarantee thereafter.

